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2 PREVIEW
2 PREVIEWWords A / B / C Answers
A The animals which are in both the FACT box and

the photos are: chimpanzee and dolphin (on this
page); dolphins and whales on the next page.

B Students give their own answers about unintelli-
gent animals.

C Example answers
Opposites: joy – sorrow / grief – joy; love – hatred;
pleasure – pain; fear – courage

D This activity personalises the new language for
the students. They may prefer to talk about great
joy, grief and fear in small groups, or they may
not want to talk about it at all, especially grief.
Don’t push any students who don’t want to talk
about sad times in their lives.

2 PREVIEW Language A / B / C / D / E
Suggested answers

A The sentences, written as two sentences, are as
follows:
She found a young chimpanzee. It had starved to
death after its mother died.
There are so many kinds of food. We can eat them.
He’s an environmentalist. He regularly observes
whales.
The scientists had studied chimpanzees for many
years. I interviewed them.

B In these sentences that refers to things (chim-
panzee) and people (the scientists; which refers to
things (food) and who refers to people.

C In every sentence except the last one (about the
scientists), the words in bold are the subject of
the verbs which follow.

D In the last sentence (about the scientists), the
word in bold is the object of the sentence.

E You can omit that in this phrase and say simply:
the scientists I interviewed; this is called a contact
clause.

3 READING CD 2 (Red) track 4, page 21 SB
3 READING A / B / C / D Answers
A The missing sentences are (1) D (Are they in love?)
(2) A (The hunt is an important part of local cul-
ture, which dates back 400 years.) (3) C (She says

that he died of grief.) B is the sentence not used.
B 1 the female 2 yes 3 scientists disagree about
this

C 1 F 2 T 3 T
D1 grief 2 starve 3 trunk

5 LISTEN IN CD 1 (Blue) track 4, page 22 SB

5 LISTEN IN E Answers
E 1 For – animals feel pain like we do. Against –
human lives are more important.

2 For – they are our closest relations. Against – noth-
ing is said against the rights of primates.

3 For – they save endangered species. Against – they
resemble prisons.

8 ECOLOGY in English Page 23 SB
8 ECOLOGY in English A / B Answers
A 1 ecosystem 2 threatened
3 competition 4 resources
5 survival 6 habitat
7 deforestation 8 DNA

B Suggested answers
1 farmers – threaten survival by cutting down trees
2 timber companies – threaten survival by cutting
down trees

3 hunters – threaten survival by killing the gorilla
for meat

4 tourists – help survival by providing funds; threat-
en survival by introducing diseases

5 national parks – help survival by protecting gorillas
6 diseases – threaten the gorillas with extinction

WORKBOOK answers Pages 10-11 WB
1 Language: relative clauses; the definite article
1A 1 She is a biologist who / that works with ele-

phants.
2The farmers who / that need land are cutting
down the forest.
3 People who / that keep pets have better health.
4Uganda is an African country which / that has
many wildlife parks.

1B 1He’s the animal researcher I met last week.
2The book I’m reading now has some useful
information.
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3 She is the medical scientist I told you about.
4The gorillas we saw didn’t notice us.

1C 1The animal we have been watching is a rare
type of monkey.
2My uncle is leading an / the expedition to
Uganda.
3Gorillas are the creatures with the highest intel-
ligence.
4The primates in this park are protected from
hunters.
5The first time I saw a lion, I felt fear and pleas-
ure.

2 Use of English
2A Example answers
1The animals spent a long time swimming
together.
2 It is important that animals have rights in the
same way that people do.
3 It is wrong to experiment on animals and put
them in zoos.
4We must stop using live animals for experi-
ments and (even) cutting them up.

2B 1 c 2 a 3 g 4 f 5 e 6 i 7 d 8 j
9 h 10 b

3 Writing
Students’ own answers

4 Connections
A Words:
1 trunk
2 Students’ own answers

B Idioms:
1(a) the lion’s share (= most of it)
(b) a whale of a time (= a good time)
(c) a wolf in sheep’s clothing (= he’s more danger-
ous than he looks)
2(a) A white elephant is something that you can’t
sell or get rid of; it’s useless and takes up too
much space.
(b) A dog’s life means not a very nice life.
(c) The cat’s whiskers is something that’s nice and
smart. This suit is the cat’s whiskers.
(d) A red herring is something which is a deliber-
ate distraction and not relevant to an argument or

investigation. It may be derived from the habit of
hunt saboteurs, who drag a herring (a fish) across
the path of hunting dogs so that they lose the
scent of the animals they are following (a fox,
for example). The expression dates back to the
late 1600s.
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